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Punmu women rangers 
busy looking after 
country and culture
The Punmu women ranger’s team have had a 
great start to the year. Thirty-five women have 
been taking turns working as part-time and 
casual rangers. The women have spent 47 days 
on country and have been on seven overnight 
trips so far. Highlights have included:
• Newhaven ‘Cat Camp’ and Kiwirrkurra ranger

exchange.
• Continuation of the High School Ranger

Program with Rawa School.
• Participation in the national “Bilby Blitz”,

completing surveys at 15 sites using
the newly developed “Mankarr search”
monitoring method.

• Completion of mulyamiji (Great Desert
Skink) surveys at key sites, including
installation and data collection from 12
cameras.

• Trip along the Canning Stock Route (Well 34
to 37) to visit important cultural sites.

In March, the Kunawarritji rangers took 
the Punmu women’s ranger team to visit 
Karingkarra, a special soak for many families 
during pujiman (bushman) times with bush 
foods and woollybut grass in seed near the 
camp. The soak was re-found in 2016 by 
Kumpaya Girgirba during a helicopter mapping 
trip, with the Kunawarritji rangers later making 
an access track by car. Five pujiman elders 
joined the trip. 

This was the first (and a very emotional) time 
for all but two of the Punmu women visiting 
Karingkarra since pujiman days. Elders Jakayu 
Biljabu and Mulyatingki Marney told stories they 
remembered of camping with their families in 
the area and sang the songs for the surrounding 
sites. It was very special to be shown this 
country and visit it after such a long time. Over 
three days and two nights, the rangers ground-
truthed four sites including two of which were 
new to waterhole database, WANYJA.

This was the first (and a very 
emotional) time for the Punmu 

women visiting Karingkarra 
since pujiman days

Cover page: Group at Mulyarlkirri 
Below: Punmu and Kunawarritji rangers at Karingkarra
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The women rangers have planned for and 
led many of the trips. Regular fortnightly 
team meetings have been held at the 
Lakehouse (ranger station). Everyone has 
been learning and supporting each other to 
take turns in ranger work while balancing 
other responsibilities. 

The rest of the year looks busy with:
• A Seven Sisters trip to revisit sites from 

the 2016 Martumili and KJ women’s 
camp.

• A fire and biodiversity trip to Desert 
Queen Baths with Department of 
Biodiversity, Conservation and 
Attractions and environmental staff from 
Nifty Mine.

• Joint trip with the Punmu men’s team to 
Japali, in the Karlamilyi area.

• Three-day High School ranger camp to 
Karlamilyi.

• Off-country bush foods and plants trip to 
Alice Springs, to connect and share with 
Central Desert women’s ranger teams on 
cultural and environmental projects.

Top right: Tressina Abbott recording Kumpaya’s story 
near Kil-kil
Below left: Punmu women ranger’s team at Jaranyatu
Below right: Punmu women rangers with RAWA school 
students
Bottom: The team at Lipuru Well
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Learning about 
governance and 
personal finances 
In April, the Martu Leadership program (MLP) 
organised a large gathering at Telfer mine. Over 
40 people attended the two-day workshop. 
There was at least one car that came from 
Jigalong, Parnngurr, Punmu, Kunawarritji, 
Newman and Bidyadanga.

On the first day the group talked about good 
governance and what it means to be a director 
for a company or a community corporation. 
People learned that the members own the 
company and the directors run the company 
for the members. They also looked at the 
chairperson’s role and learned that a different 
person can be the chairperson at each meeting 
if that is what the board wanted. 

On the second day the group learned about the 
money story: Where does money come from 
and where does it go to? What is a good way to 
spend money and what is a not so good way to 
spend it? How can people save money? What is 
a savings account and how does it work? 

They learnt that tax money is like “chuck 
in” money where everybody in the country 
contributes money, so that the government can 
run programs, build roads, build hospitals, have 
an army, have Centrelink and for many other 
public services and infrastructure.

 
 
 
Engagement was very high among all the 
participants. Everyone was interested and 
wanted to learn more about the different topics. 

Thank you to Daniel Tincknell and Newcrest for 
generously supporting the meeting by providing 
the meeting space, accommodation and food. 
Having workshops at Telfer provides a central 
location for all the communities which makes 
the travel distance more manageable. It is also 
a place where the groups feel welcome.

Thank you also to Peter Twigg, Jigalong ranger 
coordinator, for helping to make this workshop 
such a success and sharing his knowledge on 
the topics talked about. 

What is a good way to spend money and 
what is a not so good way to spend it?

Above: Slim explaining his view on the money story
Bottom: Over 40 Martu attended the two-day workshop
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Visiting families in Fitzroy, 
Looma, Broome and 
Bidyadanga
Earlier this month, Thelma Judson and two Puntura-ya Ninti staff 
spent two weeks collecting family trees with Martu families living 
in Bidyadanga, Broome, Looma and Fitzroy Crossing. 

A lot of Martu families travelled north up the Canning Stock 
Route when they left the desert and worked in stations such as 
Cherrabun, Gogo (Margaret Downs) and Billiluna before settling 
in communities or towns in the Kimberley. Many gaps in these 
northern family trees were filled and many more names were added 
to Puntuku (family tree database).

The enthusiasm and energy shown by people to record their 
connections with the ‘desert mob’ was overwhelmingly positive. 
Thelma worked very hard and would wake up in the mornings with 
a whole lot of new names she remembered to add to the family 
trees.Like all the family information held by KJ, these family trees 
were collected so that Martu can always know about their families, 
even if they no longer live on Martu country. 

Thelma talked very strongly for the reasons why KJ was collecting 
information and made sure everybody knew that it wasn’t for 
Native Title or to be locked away. The family trees will be made 
accessible to all Martu so that everybody knows they are part of 
one mob working together, no matter where they live. Once entered 
into the database, copies of the family trees will be sent back to 
the families living kayili (north) so that everybody has a copy of the 
information they gave.

The trip also allowed KJ to make connections with other 
organisations who work up north. In Fitzroy Crossing, we met with 
representatives from Yanunijarra Aboriginal Corporation, Kimberley 
Aboriginal Law and Culture Centre,and the Sisters of St John of 
God Heritage Centre in Broome, who hold some Martu related 
materials in their archive. Everybody we met on the trip was very 
welcoming and generous with their time.

From top: Pindan, Skinner, Spinks 
and Bunyan families came together 
to work on their family trees 
with Thelma, Looma community; 
Meridoo Walbidi and others working 
in Bidyadanga community; younger 
generation getting involved, 
Bidyadanga community; working on 
the Japingka family tree with Terry 
and Peter Murray at the Yanunijarra 
office in Fitzroy Crossing

Everybody knows they 
are part of one mob, no 
matter where they live
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During the past two months the Martu Leadership 
Program (MLP) has held three mock court sessions at 
the Newman courthouse. 

One of the sessions was with the Jigalong rangers. As 
this was the rangers’ first time to take part in a mock 
court most were a bit kurnta (nervous / shy).  However 
after a while they warmed up to the exercise and started 
to become more confident.

It was fun having the police officers on trial and a Martu 
magistrate deciding whether to send them yapurra (west 
i.e.: to Roebourne prison) or send them kakarra (east i.e.: 
to Martu country and home to the desert communities).

The next two mock court sessions comprised of a mix 
of Martu men and women. For many this was also their 
first time. 

Mock court exercises assist Martu in building their 
confidence and helping them to better understand and 
navigate the court system. This process also opens a 
whole conversation with the Police and the Magistrate 
about how the criminal justice system can work better.

Thanks to the Newman Police for taking part in the mock 
court sessions and for providing access to the Newman 
court room.

Link to news article: http://www.abc.net.au/news/2018-
04-19/mock-court-sessions-offering-positive-outcomes-
indigenous-people/9626348

In March, staff from the Puntura-ya Ninti team visited Ray and 
Diana Vallance in country Victoria. Ray and Diana worked as 
the principal and school teacher at Punmu School from 1984-
1987. They had over ten boxes of items which they had collected 
during their time living at Punmu including: photos and slides, 
audio and film tapes, artworks, language and school books, 
heritage reports, historical documents and even the fur of a 
kakarratul (marsupial mole). 

Ray and Diana have generously donated their entire collection 
back to Martu. KJ will be working to sort and scan this collection 
and share it back to Martu in all the communities. If you are 
interested in this collection, please speak with Tash in the 
Puntura-ya Ninti team.  She is looking for some helpers to sort 
some of the photos and historical documents.

Turning it around in mock courts

Visiting Ray and Diana Vallance

Increasing confidence and helping 
Martu to better understand and 

navigate the court system

Above: Martu Leadership Program participants 
and Jigalong rangers, Newman Police and ALS 
staff taking part in the mock court sessions
Below left: Ray and Diana Vallance



In April, eight Punmu rangers 
made the long drive to Warlpiri 
country to the Australian 
Wildlife Conservancy’s (AWC) 
Newhaven Wildlife Sanctuary 
in the Northern Territory. After 
two days and sixteen hours 
of driving, they joined ranger 
teams from Kiwirrkurra, Nyirripi 
and Yuendumu communities 
for the third annual ‘Cat Camp’. 

The camp focused on sharing 
skills and methods of tracking 
and trapping feral cats, the 
ethics of cat culling and 
animal welfare, and discussion 
on threatened species 
management. 

The Newhaven property was 
once a working cattle station.  

It is currently being restored 
to its original state. With 
the successful completion 
of a 44km fence, property 
managers are now working 
with local Warlpiri rangers to 
eradicate feral animals, using 
a combination of trapping and 
cat tracking. Once cleared, 
they are aiming to re-introduce 
a variety of threatened species, 
once common across the 
desert landscape, into the feral 
animal free-zone. 

During the ‘Cat Camp’, Punmu 
rangers learnt how to use soft 
jaw-traps with expert trapper 
Murray Schofield. The rangers 
also spent an afternoon of cat 
tracking with Newhaven ranger 
Christine Ellis. They listened 

to an engaging presentation 
by Desert Wildlife Services 
ecologist Rachel Paltridge on 
how to develop a feral animal 
predator control management 
plan. 

The rangers also had the  
opportunity to visit 
Newhaven’s Great Desert Skink  
colonies and learn about their 
prescribed burning program. 
Back at camp, Martu, Pintupi 
and Warlpiri rangers shared 
stories about the jukurrpa and 
environmental significance of 
this special animal (warrana 
– Warlpiri; tjakura – Pintupi; 
mulyamiji – Manyjilyjarra/
Martu). 
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Punmu rangers attend Newhaven ‘Cat 
Camp’ and Kiwirrkurra ranger exchange



On the final night, the group went on a special tour 
of AWC’s new mala paddock, where 28 mala are 
successfully breeding as part of their re-introduction 
program. Mala persisted in pujiman times in the Great 
Sandy and Gibson Deserts until the 1950s.  Populations sharply declined following European 
settlement, the introduction of cats and foxes and removal of people from the desert as families 
moved into the missions. It was very emotional for some people to see this animal as it has long 
finished up on Martu country but is remembered fondly by elders. 

The ranger team finished the week with two days in Kiwirrkurra community. Over 20 Kiwirrkurra 
and Punmu rangers went on-country for the day. Kiwirrkurra rangers showed incredible tracking 
skills and stamina. Working as a team, the group caught two male feral cats each weighing four 
kilograms. As a follow-up to the trip, the Martu rangers will be trialling techniques learnt during the 
camp in Punmu community. Feral cats pose one of the main threats to threatened species, such 
as mulyamiji (Great Desert Skinks) and mankarr (Greater Bilbies), in the Punmu area and more 
broadly across the desert and indeed the whole of Australia.  

At the end of the week the tired Punmu rangers headed home, collecting jinjiwirrily (desert raisins) 
along the way. Everyone was in high spirits as the familiar salt lake country of Lake Dora came 
into view on the horizon.

Thank you to Rachel Paltridge (DWS), Newhaven Wildlife Sanctuary manager Josef Schofield and 
Dane Moore, Christine, Alice and Benedict for a fantastic week. Thanks also to the Kiwirrkurra IPA 
rangers, and program leaders Kate Crossing and Peter Jarvis from Desert Support Services.

Link to news article: http://www.abc.net.au/news/rural/2018-04-14/rangers-gather-at-newhaven-
for-annual-cat-camp/9644578
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Previous page: Expert trapper Murray Schofield 
demonstrated the use of soft jaw-traps to 
manage feral predators
Left: Gladys ‘Kuru’ Bidu (Punmu), Noelia 
Ward (Kiwirrkurra), Alice Henwood (Nyirripi), 
Mantuwa James (Kiwirrkurra) and Christine 
Ellis (Nyirripi) at Newhaven Wildlife Sanctuary
Below: Kiwirrkurra and Punmu rangers on-
country at Malawurru soak

The group caught two male feral 
cats each weighing four kilograms
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Police, protective bail and 
restraining order cards

Martu Archive Library

The Martu Women’s Leadership Program has been working 
on a coloured card system for different types of orders issued 
by the police and court following domestic violence. Early 
conversations with the women revealed that many Martu did not 
understand the different orders that are issued. The card system 
makes use of Martu wangka (language) words that have obvious 
meaning to people. 

The development of this system within the Women’s Leadership 
Program is allowing people to talk more openly about domestic 
violence and to develop strategies that will prevent domestic 
disputes from getting out of control. The women have been 
working with the Police and the Pilbara Magistrate to ensure that 
the cards fit within the legal framework. 

The women are working on how to roll out the cards and how 
to help Martu understand what they are and what they mean. 
The Police will be taught how to correctly pronounce the words. 
Martu men have also been engaged in the conversation about 
the cards. 

Link to news article: https://www.theaustralian.com.au/national-
affairs/indigenous/where-words-fail-pilbara-police-tackle-family-
violence-with-pictures/news-story/87bc550a8bb5176f443e5d65
c1bfce68

The Martu Archive computers in the Kunawarritji ranger station 
and Punmu community office are back up and running. The 
two computers have been used a lot since they have been back 
online. The computers in Warralong School and Wangka Maya in 
Hedland were also updated during a recent visit in April, so that 
Martu in these places can access their photos, movies and other 
materials. 

Puntura-ya Ninti staff also visited Karlarra House Aged Care in 
Hedland to provide Martu with films and other resources. Photos 
of some of the Martu elders currently residing at Karlarra House 
were printed from the Martu Archive and were very warmly 
received. They prompted storytelling from the elders and are a 
way for staff to increase their understanding of Martu. Karlarra 
House Aged Care is planning outings to Wangka Maya to look at 
photos on the archive computer.

Above: Domestic violence cards being 
trialled in Newman
Below: Mavis Arnott and Janice Long 
at Karlarra House Aged Care looking 
at family photos from Jigalong 
Mission days
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Nineteen sand dune crossings  
and ten flat tyres!
The Punmu men’s ranger team has had a great start to the year with the field season getting into 
full swing at the start of March despite the hot weather. 

The first trip of the year saw the rangers following a pujiman walking track mapped by elders 
during helicopter mapping work in 2016 and 2017. The team travelled north of Punmu up the 
Wapet Road before cutting cross-country to the first water hole at Pirningkujarra. They then 
followed the walking track south towards Punmu visiting each water hole along the way, crossing 
nineteen sand dunes and having ten flat tyres as they went! Due to the inaccessibility of the area 
it was the first time for many of the rangers to visit these sites. The trip also provided an excellent 
opportunity to conduct prescribed burning at the same time. Rangers located two mankarr 
(Greater Bilby) sites in the area, adding to their understanding of the distribution of the species on 
Martu country.

The first of several planned hand pump installations at bores in the Punmu area have begun. 
Rangers and the Punmu community are keen to have the bores functioning to help Martu access 
remote areas. Razorblade Bore was chosen as the first site. The rangers safely removed the 
broken windmill gear from the bore using a block and tackle before lowering the pump and 
pipework for the new hand pump. This was the first time for the rangers to undertake bore work 
and their confidence increased as they learnt the 
necessary skills and took the lead. Working an eleven-
hour day in forty degrees heat the team successfully 
installed the hand pump and plans are now underway 
for the next project.

Clockwise from top left: Punmu 
men’s team at Kirly kirly; grass seeds 
accumulated after nineteen dune 
crossings; Punmu men’s team at 
Warrurr; rangers installing a hand 
pump at Razorblade Bore

Due to the inaccessibility of the 
area it was the first time for many 
of the rangers to visit these sites
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Martu access remote country with the help 
of a helicopter
The 2018 helicopter mapping trips started in 
April this year with a three-day trip out to Paru 
and two days in Kunawarritji. 

The Paru trip was supported by the Punmu 
ranger team and involved five people from 
Bidyadanga. The mapping was led by elder 
Muuki Taylor. During the two days of flying, 
Muuki located and named seven sites and 
corrected the names of four previously known 
sites.

Some rangers and participants from Bidyadanga 
went with Muuki on mapping flights while others 
visited nearby sites, made tracks to sites found 
during the mapping sessions, and did some 
ground burning. Muuki also did some remote 
mapping sessions with KJ staff to further add to 
WANYJA (waterhole database).

Following Paru, the chopper moved to 
Kunawarritji for community-based fire and 
mapping work. This was supported by the 
Kunawarritji ranger team, who were very 
enthusiastic and engaged with the mapping 
activities, ground-burning, aerial incendiary work 
and site visits.  
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Kumpaya Girgirba and her grandson Clifton 
Girgirba came to the community to map her 
country and over two mornings mapped three 
sites south east of Kunawarritji. Kumpaya and 
Clifton also did some remote mapping sessions 
which will add new sites and walking lines to 
WANYJA.

In May, the chopper went out for a three-day 
mapping trip at the old Mulyarlkirri outcamp, 
north of the Percival Lakes. Elders Thelma 
Judson and Yikartu Bamba were supported by 
the Punmu and Kunawarritji ranger team as well 
as some family members from Hedland and 
Parnngurr. While Thelma and Yikartu mapped 
locations with some younger family members, 
the ranger teams visited sites that had been 
located by the elders. One highlight was a day 
trip making a track from the camp to Milkarra, 
approximately 100km away. Milkarra is a very 
special site for the Judson family, as it is where 
Thelma’s father passed away.  Everyone was 
very happy to be able to visit this very special 
place.

Previous page. Top: Yuwinji Williams and Muuki Taylor at 
Julanganarra
Middle: Muuki Taylor, Galvin Nanudie, Louise Janawana 
and RK during a planning session at camp
Bottom: Meridoo Walbidi and Muuki Taylor at Purl-purlkuji  
This page. Top: Kumpaya and Clifton at Wurkurta Soak
Bottom: Group at Mulyarlkirri

The team were very enthusiastic and engaged 
with the mapping activities, ground-burning, 

aerial incendiary work and site visits.  
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In March, the Martu Leadership Program (MLP) 
ran public speaking workshops in Parnngurr 
community. Many Martu have said that public 
speaking training is very important for people 
to become less kurnta (nervous / shy) when 
speaking or presenting to other people and 
groups.

There were two different workshops. The first 
was held at the ranger station for the rangers 
and MLP participants, and the other workshop 
was held at the Parnngurr School with the high 
school students. In both groups, Martu learned 
about why it is important to gain the confidence 
to speak in front of other people and why the 
MLP participants give presentations. 

The rangers each had a chance to practice 
introducing themselves in front of others, saying 
their names, where they are from and what they 
do. Next, they used a microphone, learning how 
to use it properly, this time not only introducing 
themselves but adding more to their story. 

The high school children were very interested, 
but also extremely shy. Some were brave 
enough to stand up and practiced introducing 
themselves.  

This was the first time that this workshop 
has been run in the communities. The main 
message was that the more you do it, the more 
confident you become. The Martu Leadership 
Program will continue running these workshops 
in other Martu communities.

Public speaking workshop in Parnngurr

Top: Jamie Rowlands practicing his public speaking with 
a microphone
Above and below: Parnngurr high school class listening to 
a presentation by the leadership program participants
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Funders, partners and supporters 


